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Figure 9 is a similar view of a strip mem
To all whom it may concern.
ber
employed in conjunction with the said
Be it known that I, NELsoN H. FoRBEs, a mounting
for preventing disengage 60
citizen of the United States, residing at De ment of theplate
said
section therefrom.
troit, in the county of Wayne and State of Referring to thehinged
drawings
in detail, A
Michigan,
have
invented
certain
new
and
designates
a
stationary
frame
with
is
useful Improvements in Door Hinges, of associated a door B. In carrying outwhich
my in
which the following is a specification.
there is secured to the frame A in
My invention relates to hinges, particu vention,
any manner desirable, but preferably s
larly to that type designed for use for through
the instrumentality of screws 5, the
O mounting the doors of automobile bodies,
member 6 of my hinged structure.
and has for its object, the provision of a stationary
This
stationary
6 is substantially
novel hinge construction of a concealed type, L-shaped, and ismember
formed with an arcuate 70
which embodies means for limiting the channel
or Seyy 7, the said door frame
swinging movement of the door with respect
5 to its frame for preventing wringing off of A being also formed with a peculiarly
channel 8 in arcuate alinement with
the hinge from excessive opening of the shaped
the
said
guide-way or channel 7 of the sta
door.
hinge member 6. In the preferred 5
A further object of my invention resides tionary
of my invention, the edge of the
in the provision of a hinge of this character, embodiment
door B toward the frame A has secured
20 in which the elements are assembled and re
the movable member 9 of my hinge.
lated in such a manner as to insure maxi thereto,
movable member 9 constitutes a sub
mum strength, and for permitting the same This
stantially rectangular-shaped plate 10, hav 80
to effectually withstand the strains which ing
openings therein for the reception of
naturally fall upon a hinge used in mounting screws
11, for permitting this member to be
25 automobile doors.
to said edge of the door B.
The nature and advantages of the inven Secured
tion will be better understood when the fol Integrally formed upon the front face of
plate 10 is an arm 11 of semi-circular 85
lowing detailed description is read in con the
form,
and being spaced from the said plate
nection with the accompanying drawings, by a connecting
web 12. This arm is adapt
30 the invention residing in the construction,
for free sliding movement within the said
combination, and arrangement of parts as ed
channel or guide-way 7 of the stationary
claimed.
section 6, the front end of this arm 90
In the drawings forming part of this ap hinge
being
lugged as at 13 for preventing total
plication, like numerals of reference indicate disengagement
thereof from the said slot or
similar parts in the several views, and channel-way
of
the hinge section 6.
wherein:
For absorbing the shock between the sta
Figure 1 is a fragmentary sectional view tionary
members 6 and the movable member 95
through a swinging door and its frame, 9 when the
door B is open, the said station
showing in top plan, my improved hinge. ary
member
carries a spring casing 14 adja
Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure 1,
the inner end of the slot or channel-way
but also showing my hinge in cross section. cent
7 within the section 6, this casing being so
Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2, the connected
as at 15 to the member 6 as to 00
said door being in an open position.
have
a
sliding
movement thereon. The
Figure 4 is an elevational view of one front wall of this casing
14 is formed with a
45 section of my hinge.
slot 16, and between this front wall, and the
Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 4 of said
end of the slot or channel-way 7 are
the other hinged section.
springs
17, which normally force the said 05
Figure 6 is a cross sectional view of a casing outwardly
more clearly shown in
door member showing in top plan one of my Figures 1 and 2, itasbeing
once apparent
hinged sections, together with a slightly that when the door B isatopen,
said
modified form of mounting means therefor. lugged end 13 of the arcuate arm 11 the
will
con
Figure
7
is
a
vertical
cross
sectional
view
tact
the
front
wall
of
the
casing
14
for
conse
of Figure 6.
compressing the springs 17 for there
Figure 8 is a perspective of the mounting quently
by
absorbing
shock occasioned in the
plate for the hinged section carried by the opening of thethe
door B.
door.
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In Figures 6 to 9 inclusive, I have shown
movable member and the door, and
a means for mounting the movable member the
means
for securing the stationary member
9 of my hinge to the edge of the door-B, in to the doorjamb
such a manner as to permit the ready re edge portion. at the side portion and the
moval of this member from the door. In 2. A door hinge including a stationary 55
this instance, I employ a substantially rec member
and a movable member, said sta
tangular plate 18 provided with openings tionary member
being of substantially angu
19 in the four corners thereof through which lar form having aside portion and edge por
are passed screws 20 for the purpose of
0 securing this plate to the said door, it of tion to fit flush with the corresponding por
tions of the door jamb, and having an arcu 60
course being understood that the edge of ate
slot therein the movable member being
the door is provided with a recess b for the formed
of a plate having an arcuate arm
reception of this plate. This plate 18 is secured thereto
in spaced relation, said plate
formed with a slot 21 having side wings
15 22, the said slot together with the side wings being mounted on the door and the arcuate
arm slidably fitting in the slot of the sta (35
terminating at one end adjacent one side of tionary
member for hinging the movable
the plate, whilst the opposite ends thereof member and
the door, said arcuate arm be
terminate at the opposite side of the plate. ing formed with
a lateral projection and
In this instance, the plate 10' of the arcuate
20 arm 9 is of a width equivalent to the width cushioning means mounted on the station
ary member interposed in the line of move O
of the slot within the plate 18, the same ment of said projection for cushioning the
adapted
for disposition within the slot and limiting
movement of the door in an out
maintained therein by a strip 23 secured to ward
direction.
the edge of the plate 18 as more clearly 3. A door hinge including a stationary
25 shown in Figure 6.
member and a movable member, said sta 75
From the foregoing description, and a tionary
being secured to the door
study of the drawings, it will be apparent jamb, andmember
formed
with an arcuate slot slid
that I have thus provided a simple construct ably receiving an arcuate
projection on the
ed,
and
consequently
an
inexpensive
hinge
movable
member,
a
plate
mounted on the
3) for vehicle doors and also doors of other
door,
and
formed
for
co-operation
with the 80
types and for different purposes, which will movable member for providing a disengage
not only be highly efficient in its supporting able connection therewith whereby the door
relation to the door, but which will also be may
be readily detached from connection
practically incapable of derangement under with the
jamb.
ordinary usage.
4. A door hinge including a stationary 85
Having thus described my invention, what member and a movable member, said sta
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let tionary
member being secured to the door
ters-Patent is:
jamb
and
formed with an arcuate slot there
1. A door hinge including a stationary
40 member and a movable member, said sta in adapted to receive an arcuate projection
on the movable member, a plate mounted on 90
tionary menber being of substantially angu the
door, and having a slot extending trans
lar form having a side portion and edge versely
relative to the door for the
portion to fit flush with the corresponding receptiontherein
of
an
inter-fitting portion on the
portions
of
the
door
jamb,
and
having
an
movable
member
adapted to provide a de
45 arcuate slot formed therein, the movable
tachable
connection
between the plate and 95
member being formed of a plate having an movable member, whereby
the door may be
arcuate arm secured therethrough in spaced removed from connection with
the jamb.
relation, said plates being mounted on the In testimony whereof I affix my
signature.
door and the arcuate arm slidably fitting in
50 the slot of a stationary member for hinging
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